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ABSTRACT
Recent years have witnessed a rapid increase of crowdsourced live

streaming (CLS): applications like Twitch.tv have attracted millions

of daily active users. Content delivery in such crowdsourced live

streaming involves two phases: 1) Video stream (i.e., a live channel)

is generated and uploaded by a broadcaster user, and 2) The video

stream is then delivered to many viewers choosing to watch the

channel. Today’s crowdsourced live streaming service usually

employs conventional content delivery network (CDN) solutions

to address the above content delivery problem, i.e., letting the

broadcaster upload the video to a sinking CDN that then distributes

the content to viewers. This solution causes a large delay and

bandwidth insu�ciency in the �rst mile between the broadcasters

and the sinking CDN servers——our measurement study shows that

the �rst-mile upload network quality causes a large portion of

viewer rebu�ers in the whole channel.

In this paper, we propose a content harvest network (CHN)

solution to address the �rst-mile problem. In particular, the content

harvest network employs relays at the edge of the network, to

receive the content uploaded by broadcasters and then forward it

to the CDN servers. Though the idea seems straightforward, it faces

the following challenges: i) How to determine which channels need

relay assistance? ii) How to choose the right relays to provide good

�rst-mile QoS? iii) How to dynamically adjust the relay assignment

in di�erent channels?

In order to provide global optimal and real-time assignment, we

use a hybrid solution, i.e., centralized assignment and distributed

assignment. Speci�cally, we formulate global relay assignment as

an optimization problem and develop an approximation algorithm

using rounding technique. We use a multi-armed bandit (MAB)

based method to perform the distributed assignment. Experiment

results on a large-scale trace show that our solution can reduce

the overall viewer latency by 40%, as compared to state-of-the-art

solutions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and Motivations
Cisco reports that 60% global mobile data tra�c is video tra�c

in 2016, and forecasts that mobile video will increase 9-fold be-

tween 2016 and 2021 [1]. Among the global video tra�c, CLS is an

emerging live video service that has gained explosive growth these

years. The key idea of CLS is that numerous widely-distributed

broadcasters provide live streaming to viewers using their personal

computing devices (e.g., smart phone and tablet). End users in CLS

not only consume contents but also produce contents. Many real-

world platforms provide CLS service to users, such as Facebook

Live, Youtube Live, and Twitch.tv. A typical example is Inke.tv [2],

the pioneer platform of CLS in China, of which the daily active

user (DAU) reached 17 million, and the registered member reached

140 million in December 2016.

Compared to Video on Demand (VoD) services (e.g., Hulu or Net-

�ix) and professional live streaming providers (e.g., WatchESPN),

the CLS service bears larger challenge in achieving high network

quality for the following reasons. The bandwidth of �rst-mile

upload network is much less than the download link due to the

asymmetry of today’s network architecture. Moreover, an impor-

tant characteristics of CLS is the real-time interaction between

broadcasters and viewers, hence requires ultra low network trans-

mission latency. In addition, the massive broadcasters establish

and close broadcast channels dynamically, incurring high churn

rate of the source streamings.

Due to the above challenges, the currently wide-adopted CDN

architecture fails to support the massive and dynamic uploading

sources in the CLS service e�ciently. Previous work �nds that

the streaming service is vulnerable and sensitive when the broad-

caster’s networking capacity changes frequently, and this will even

cause viewers quit the channel [3]. The �rst-mile network problem
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will be more severe considering that most broadcasters employ

mobile devices and mobile networks for live streaming.

In this way, novel architecture should be designed to improve

the performance of the CLS service. To this end, we design a relay-

assisted content harvest network for CLS service, using relays to

upload broadcaster streaming to servers. With the advent of emerg-

ing technologies such as edge computing [4] and fog computing [5],

edge nodes are playing an important role in content delivery [6].

The key idea of CHN is to utilize dedicated edge nodes to form a

relay network, providing the broadcasters with optional routing

schemes for lower network cost. Speci�cally, a live streaming can

be delivered directly to the server or relayed to the relays �rst

and then delivered to the server. The challenges for this novel

architecture are as follows:

• How to determine which channels need relay assistance.

• How to choose the right relays to provide good �rst-mile

QoS for the broadcasters.

• How to dynamically adjust the relay assignment in di�er-

ent channels as the network condition evolves over time.

To address the above challenges, we design a hybrid relay as-

signment solution for the CLS service. Speci�cally, we employ

centralized assignment to provide global optimality using an op-

timization method in a periodic way, and distributed assignment

to provide fast response using multi-armed bandit based method

when the channel establishes.

The contributions of the paper are multi-fold:

• We design a novel architecture CHN to help provide relays

for �rst-mile network aiming to reduce the loss rate and

latency of viewers in CLS.

• We propose a hybrid (centralized and distributed) solu-

tion to assign the relay. Speci�cally, we formulate the

centralized relay assignment problem as an optimization

problem, prove it is NP-hard, and design an algorithm to

solve the problem in polynomial time. To provide real-

time response, we enable edge devices to perform relay

assignment in a distributed way, and employ MAB-based

method to solve the problem.

• Experimental results on a large scale dataset of a typical

CLS platform show that with the aid of CHN, the total

viewer cost reduces by 40% compared to conventional

CDN-based method. The MAB-based method can reduce

latency by 27% compared to static assignment.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

introduce the related work. Section 3 introduce the architecture

design. Section 4 present the centralized relay assignment method.

Section 5 present the distributed relay assignment method. We

show experiment results in Section 6, and conclude in Section 7.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Live Streaming System Optimization
With the growing popularity among users, CLS has also attracted

attention from the academia. [7, 8] conducted measurement study

on live streaming systems like Meerkat and Periscope, and found

that nowadays the typical live streaming service employs CDN to

deliver contents. Many previous works focus on the optimization

of the live streaming system. Mukerjee et al. [9] designed a hybrid

controller to improve the performance of the CDN, and further

used a centralized algorithm for live video optimization. Chen et

al. [10, 11] presented a generic framework that facilitates a cost-

e�ective cloud service for crowdsourced live streaming. Wang et

al. [12] proposed CALMS, which adaptively leases and adjusts cloud

server resources. He et al. [13] introduced a framework that utilized

cloud computing services to enhance the viewer satisfaction and

allocate the geo-distributed computing resources.

Most above mentioned works on live streaming focus on the

optimization of the cloud network [11, 13], and the intra-CDN

link [9]. None of the works focus on the optimization of the �rst-

mile upload network. While, measurement study in [3] showed

that the dynamic uploading capacity of broadcasters is a critical

challenge, which noticeably a�ects the smoothness for viewers.

This inspires us to design novel architecture to improve the �rst-

mile network.

2.2 Application of relay network
Relay network has been applied in many scenarios, such as virtual

private networks (VPNs) and multicast. Savage et al. [14] found that

in 30-80% of the cases, there is an alternate path with signi�cantly

superior quality. During last few years, relay network has been

used in novel network applications like Internet Telephony and live

streaming. Jiang et al. [15] presented overlay network to improve

the quality of internet telephony call. They used data analysis

and machine learning methods to probe the network condition

and schedule the relay decision. Zhang et al. [16] designed a data-

driven overlay network to improve live streaming quality. They use

the relay network in the P2P and server-client scenarios. However

with the advent of CLS, employing the relay network to optimize

the �rst-mile upload network in CLS system is more important.

3 ARCHITECTURE DESIGN
3.1 Overview of CDN-based CLS
We �rst introduce a typical CDN-based CLS architecture in Fig. 1,

which is adopted by many CLS providers like Periscope and Twitch.

In level-1, the widely distributed broadcasters upload video stream-

ing to the upload server (upServer) of the CDN (level-2). These

upServers are geo-distributed, so that broadcasters can choose a

cost-e�cient server for video distribution. Furthermore, the up-

Server will transcode the video to multiple quality versions, which

is a computation-intensive. Then the transcoded streaming will be

delivered to the download servers (level-3). The download servers

are distributed in di�erent geographical locations (e.g., U.S. West

and China East), and will server the viewer requests (level-4) in its

region.

The �rst-mile network improvement between level-1 and level-

2 is necessary [3]. Therefore, we pay particular attention to the

broadcaster upload network, and aim to use the relay network to

enhance the performance of the upload network with the proposed

CHN approach.

3.2 Introduction to Content Harvest Network
We present the architecture of CHN in Fig. 2, where we incorporate

relays into �rst-mile network. Each upload streaming can take ei-

ther the "direct path" (blue arrow) or the "relayed path" (red arrow).
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Broadcaster Upload Link CDN Internal Link Viewer Download Link

Level-1

Level-2

Level-3
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Figure 1: CDN-based live streaming system.

Centralized Assignment Server 

Distributed Assignment 

Centralized Assignment 

Relay Upload Link Direct Upload Link Information Exchange

Level-1

Level-2

Figure 2: Architecture of content harvest network.

When taking a "relayed path", the streaming is �rst forwarded to a

relay, and then forwarded to an upServer. The relays are provided

by some fog network operator, who crowdsource the resource of

edge devices [4, 6].

The relay assignment problem is based on the network perfor-

mance. Speci�cally, the network condition between each relay-

upServer pair, broadcaster-relay pair and broadcaster-upServer pair

is measured and transfer to the centralized assignment server. Keep-

ing track of the network property between the relay and upServer

is feasible, as both are controlled by the CLS provider. However,

the network properties of broadcasters (e.g., IP address, AS) are

highly dynamic and large in number, making direct measurement

infeasible. Previous works [15] employ data-driven approaches

such as cluster methods to predict the network peroperties. This

is a well-studied topic and is out of scope in this work. With the

network performance collection from direct measurement and pre-

diction, the network condition keeps up to date, which can be used

for relay assignment.

Given the system architecture above, we present the design

principles as follows:

• Hybrid Solution: We implement centralized assignment

to optimize the relay assignment problem of all the broad-

casters periodically. In addition, distributed assignment

is required to cope with the relay assignment problem in

real-time when one speci�c broadcast channel establishes.

• Prioritized broadcast channel: Di�erent channels serve

di�erent number of viewers, and the popular channels

should be prioritized for relay selection to bene�t more

viewers.

• Cost-e�cient path: The relay path should be selected op-

timally to reduce the streaming delivery cost in the path.

3.3 Hybrid assignment
We further introduce the hybrid assignment solution in details,

which determine the relay assignment at di�erent time scales

and broadcaster number scales. The hybrid solution determines

whether a broadcast streaming should be relayed, and further

which relay to use. The centralized assignment takes the whole

network information as input, and calculates the optimal relay

assignment of all broadcasters as output. Due to large computation,

the centralized assignment operates in a periodic way (e.g., sev-

eral minutes). We formulate the centralized assignment problem

as an optimization problem and provide e�cient approximation

algorithm in Section 4. The distributed assignment makes quick

decision for a better network condition in subsecond response time

when a broadcast channel establishes. The distributed assignment

makes this decision using MAB method based on historical data,

and the algorithm is provided in Section 5.

3.4 An illustrative example
To introduce the architecture features and demonstrate the key

design principles (prioritized broadcast channel and cost-e�cient

path), we provide an illustrative example in Fig. 3, where we con-

sider a system with two broadcasters {B1,B2}, two relays {R1,R2},
and one upServer {U }. The bitrates of the broadcasters are [800, 400]

kbps. The capacity of the relay-upServer can be measured, which

are [1000, 800] kbps. The link cost of each node pair is denoted in

Fig. 3, representing the QoS loss caused by packet loss and trans-

mission delay. Since both the loss rate and delay are additive, we

can derive the path cost table in Table 1.

- ϕ R1 R2
B1 10 7 8

B2 11 2 6

Table 1: Relay Cost Matrix.

We show the optimal relay assignment policy in Fig. 3, where

the broadcaster popularities are [1000, 10] and [10, 10], respectively.

When the popularity of B1 is very large, it gets the priority to select

the most cost-e�cient path [B1,R1,U ], although B2 can obtain the

larger cost degradation when selecting R1 as the relay. When the

popularity of B1 and B2 are the same, B2 is assigned to R1, as the

path cost is reduced most remarkably.
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Figure 3: An illustrative example of relay assignment optimization.

4 CENTRALIZED ASSIGNMENT:
FORMULATION AND OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we provide the formulation of the global relay

assignment problem, prove it is NP-hard and design fast algorithms

to achieve sub-optimal performance. As centralized assignment in

computation-intensive, it works in a periodic way.

4.1 Basic Network Model
The broadcaster set can be denoted as B = {1, 2, ...,B}, which is

the source of the �rst-mile network. The edge relays, i.e., devices

with network transmission capacity, are used to relay data from

the broadcasters to the upServer, and we denote the relay set as

R = {1, 2, ...,R}. The destination of the broadcaster streams is

the upServers denoted as U = {1, 2, ...,U }. We assume that the

upServer has the limit of computation, e.g., transcoding, and we

denote the limit as Com, which is measured in bps . As we allow

one-hop relay, the broadcaster will be assigned to one relay or no

relay, depending on the relay assignment. The relay assignment

option of each broadcaster b is denoted as r (b) ∈ R ∪ {0}, where

r (b) = 0 means that the broadcaster is assigned to no relays, and

delivers the stream to the upServer directly. Thus, we can denote

the relay option set as R∗ = R ∪ {0} = {0, 1, 2, ...,R}. Whether or

not the broadcaster is assigned to a relay, the destination of the

broadcaster stream is one speci�c upServer of the CDN. Speci�cally,

the upServer assignment of each broadcaster b is denoted asu (b) ∈
U . The centralized assignment aims to determine the relay and

upServer assignment (r (b),u (b));∀b ∈ B to optimize the global

system performance.

4.2 Network Cost Model
The relay assignment problem relies on the network quality of the

broadcaster-to-relay link, the broadcaster-to-upServer link, and the

relay-to-upServer link. We denote the link capacity between relay r
and upServer u as c (r ,u). Hence, CR−U = {c (r ,u)};∀r ∈ R,u ∈ U
is a matrix representing the link capacities of all possible relay-to-

upServer pairs. Note that we cannot derive the link capacity related

to the broadcaster, as the broadcaster is not under control and the

bandwidth is highly dynamic. However, we can estimate the loss

rate and delay between any node pair of the uploading path, as

mentioned in [15]. For a node pair (i, j ) in the uploading path, the

loss rate is denoted as l (i, j ), and the delay is denoted as d (i, j ).
Based on above de�nitions, we de�ne the video QoS of the node

pair as a weighted sum of loss rate and delay measured [19–21].

The link cost si, j can be formulated as follows:

si j = αd (i, j ) + (1 − α )l (i, j ), 0 < α < 1, ∀i, j ∈ B ∪ R ∪U . (1)

The path cost is de�ned as S (b, r (b),u (b)), re�ecting the loss rate

and transmission latency of the link:

S (b, r (b),u (b)) =



s (b,u (b)) r (b) = 0

s (b, r (b)) + s (r (b),u (b)) r (b) ∈ R∗/{0}
(2)

4.3 Broadcaster Model
The bitrate of each broadcaster is di�erent, as each broadcaster has

unique device setting and video content
1
. We denote the bitrate of

broadcaster b as t (b). Based on the analysis about the broadcaster

patterns, we notice that the viewer number varies among di�er-

ent broadcasters, which inspires us to illustrate the popularity of

broadcasters. We de�ne the current viewer number as Pc (b), which

is a measure of the channel popularity. However, the centralized

assignment works in a periodic way, thus requires future informa-

tion. Hence, a more accurate popularity method is required. In

this paper, we develop a technique to estimate the popularity of

a channel by focusing on the weighted viewer number of current

viewer number and broadcaster average viewer number. To predict

the viewer number, we use exponential moving average as follows:

P (b) = (1 − β )Pa (b) + βPc (b), 0 < β < 1, (3)

where P (b) is the popularity of the broadcaster b, Pa (b) is the aver-

age concurrent viewer number of broadcaster b, β is the smoothing

factor. Larger values β reduces the smoothing level, and when

β = 1 the popularity is the current viewer number. Thus, the over-

all viewers’ cost of channel b is P (b) · S (b, r (b),u (b)). The overall

cost of the viewers in the system Q is formulated as follows:

Q =
∑
b ∈B

P (b) · S (b, r (b),u (b)) (4)

4.4 Problem Formulation
Our aim is to minimize the overall cost of all the viewers by as-

signing the relay decisions in the �rst-mile network. We introduce

xb (r ,u) ∈ {0, 1},∀r ∈ R
∗,∀u ∈ U to represent the joint relay and

upServer assignment, ~xb follow the constraint:

|~xb | = 1,∀b ∈ B, (5)

1
[13] detected that the bitrates in a CLS platform are highly heterogeneous.
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which indicates that there is only one path from the broadcaster to

the upServer.

As the relay-to-upServer data tra�c cannot exceed the link

capacity, we have the following link capacity constraints:∑
b ∈B

t (b) · xb (r ,u) ≤ l (r ,u), ∀r ∈ R,u ∈ U , (6)

The upServer is computation intense as the video transcoding

and forwarding is performed in it. As [22] illustrated that the more

popular videos should be transcoded into more replications, we

de�ne H (P (b)) as a concave increasing function of the computing

resource spent when transcoding the streaming of broadcaster b
with popularity P (b). Hence, the upServer computing constraint

can be denoted as:∑
b ∈B

t (b)H (P (b)) ·
∑
r ∈R∗

xb (r ,u) ≤ Com, ∀u ∈ U , (7)

Then S (b, r (b),u (b)) can be reformulated as S∗ (b, ~xb ), which is

shown as follows:

S∗ (b, ~xb ) =
∑
r ∈R∗

∑
u ∈U

S (b, r ,u) · xb (r ,u) (8)

The global relay assignment problem can be formulated as:

min

∑
b ∈B

∑
r ∈R∗

∑
u ∈U

P (b) · S (b, r ,u) · xb (r ,u)

subject to (5), (6), (7)

xb (r ,u) ∈ {0, 1},∀b ∈ B, r ∈ R
∗,u ∈ U ,

(9)

We can achieve the optimal relay assignment via solving the

above problem, and we de�ne the problem as optimal assignment

problem (OAP).

Theorem 1. The optimal assignment problem (OAP) is NP-hard.

4.5 Algorithms
Since OAP is proved to be NP-hard, we cannot obtain the optimal

solution in polynomial time. In this section, we provide Greedy

Rounding Algorithm (GRA) for the OAP with rounding technique,

and prove that the method is theoretically bounded. GRA method

runs relatively fast in small and medium network scale, while

in large scale network, we need faster implementation. In order

to accelerate the calculation process, we further develop a fast

implementation (FGRA) of GRA, which has computing complexity

in polynomial time and �ts the large-scale network.

4.5.1 Greedy Rounding Algorithm. Intuitively, we priori-

tize the optimization of popular broadcasters to get larger pro�t.

But direct greedy strategy may not provide satisfying results as it

ignores the network quality. Thus more consideration is needed to

design a better strategy. Motivated by the rounding techniques [23],

we design a greedy rounding algorithm (GRA). First we relax the

binary variant constraints as below.

xb (r ,u) ≥ 0,∀b ∈ B, r ∈ R∗,u ∈ U (10)

This relaxation then changes the original problem into a linear

programming problem. This relaxed linear programming can be

e�ectively solved using classical methods like simplex method [24].

Suppose the result of the linear programming is x∗b (r ,u), we further

need to derive a feasible integer solution. Here we use the cost

brought by this solution as its weight.

W (x∗b (r ,u)) = P (b) · S (b, r ,u)x∗b (r ,u) (11)

We round the broadcaster in weight descending order. Fur-

thermore, in order to satisfy constraint 5, we can only round the

xb (r ,u) with the highest weight. That is, we round according to

the following policy.

xb (r ,u) =



0 if (r ,u) , arg(r,u ) maxW (x∗b (r ,u))

1 if (r ,u) = arg(r,u ) maxW (x∗b (r ,u))
(12)

Up to now, the link capacity and computation constraints may

still be violated. Thus we cannot directly round the term with

the highest weight, but check the �rst feasible rounding term and

them round it to one. We show the greedy rounding algorithm in

Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Greedy Rounding Algorithm

1: procedure Greedy-rounding(P , l , S, t ,Com)

2: I. Relaxation

3: Solve the relaxed LP and get fraction results x∗b (r ,u)
4: II. Rounding

5: for b ∈ B ranked by

∑
r,u P (b)S (b, r ,u)x∗b (r ,u) do

6: Rank the (r ,u), r ∈ R∗,u ∈ U byW (x∗b (r ,u))

7: (rb ,ub ) ← the �rst (r ,u) that satis�es the const.

8: xb (rb ,ub ) ← 1

9: for (r ,u) , (rb ,ub ), r ∈ R
∗,u ∈ U do

10: xb (r ,u) ← 0

11: end for
12: end for
13: end procedure

4.5.2 Fast Implementation for Greedy Rounding Algo-
rithm (FGRA). We notice that in GRA, we need to solve a linear

programming in the relaxation part. The most widely-accepted

method is simplex method, which may induce exponential com-

plexity [24] when the network scale gets large. As a result, we

develop FGRA, which uses a heuristic to approximate GRA method.

We look into x∗b (r ,u) in the relaxed linear programming problem,

and �nd that the path with lower cost corresponds to a larger

x∗b (r ,u). Heuristically, we want to �nd approximation for x∗b (r ,u).
We de�ne γ as the lowest achieved cost without relay:

γ = min

u
(S (b,R + 1,u)),∀u ∈ U (13)

Then we use heuristic to de�ne x∗b (r ,u):

x∗b (r ,u) = eγ−S (b,r,u ) ,∀b ∈ B, r ∈ R∗,u ∈ U . (14)

After obtaining x∗b (r ,u), the rounding process in FGRA method is

the same as the GRA method. We have the following theorem for

the complexity of the heuristic greedy rounding algorithm(FGRA).

Theorem 2. The FGRA has polynomial time complexity.
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5 DISTRIBUTED ASSIGNMENT: MAB-BASED
METHOD

As the dynamic of broadcasters is frequent, thus real-time assign-

ment is necessary for quick decision making when a broadcast

channel is established. Due to time-consuming computation of

global optimization, the centralized assignment is not appropriate

for fast response of a newly established channel. In this way, we

design a distributed assignment method for broadcasters when he

establishes the broadcast channel. The assignment is made by the

broadcast device and relays in a distributed two-phase manner. In

phase I, the broadcaster uses MAB-based method for relay assign-

ment based on the historical network performance. In phase II,

the relay forwards the streaming to the optimal upServer based on

instant relay load.

5.1 Phase I: broadcaster local assignment
For a particular broadcaster b, our goal is to assign a relay option

with the lowest cost, i.e., the broadcaster can use the default path or

a relayed path. Recall that R∗ is the set of relay options and s (b, r )
is the expected network cost when using r as the relay option. The

goal is to reach a dynamic balance between exploring suboptimal

decision and exploiting currently optimal decision. Based on the

historical relay assignment data, an exploration and exploitation
based method can solve the relay assignment problem. Speci�cally,

we formulate the above problem as a multi-armed bandit problem,

where each relay option is a "bandit arm" and the network perfor-

mance is the "reward". Our goal is to minimize the network cost

with historical sessions.

Algorithm 2 shows our approach. We choose the multi-armed

bandit with Upper Con�dence Bound (UCB) action selection [25]

as our basic method, because the UCB method considers both how

close the choice is to optimality and the skewness historical selec-

tion. A represents the chosen relay node, Q denotes the estimated

action value, and N denotes the number that a relay node has been

chosen before. We make one modi�cation to the basic algorithm in

order to make it work well in our context. Classical MAB problem

maximizes the expected reward. As the network performance we

collect is network cost, we minimize the network metric s (b, r ) in

our context.

Algorithm 2 Multi-armed bandit with Upper-Con�dence-Bound

1: procedure MAB-UCB(b,R∗,A)

2: I. Initialization

3: t ← 1

4: for r = 1 to R∗ do
5: Q (r ) ← 0

6: N (r ) ← 0

7: end for
8: II. Recursion

9: A← argminr Q (r ) + c
√

log t
N (r )

10: R ← bandit (A)
11: t ← t + 1
12: N (A) ← N (A) + 1
13: Q (A) ← Q (A) + 1

N (A) (R −Q (A))

14: end procedure

5.2 Phase II: relay local assignment
In Phase I, a newly launched broadcast channel will be relayed

directly to the upServer or the relay. Once a channel is forwarded

to a relay, a further decision should be made as to which upServer

to assign. This optimal assignment is made by the relay considering

the link capacity and load. The relay can obtain the optimal solution

of upServer selection. The relay can �lter all available links whose

capacity is larger than the streaming bitrate and choose the link

with the best network performance.

6 EXPERIMENT RESULT
6.1 Experiment Setup
We conduct the experiments on the real-world dataset collected

by Inke.tv from December 9, 2016 to February 27, 2017. Each

broadcaster entry corresponds to one established channel, which

contains broadcaster ID, channel ID, timestamp of the channel

establishing and closing, and the broadcaster location (in longitude

and latitude). Each viewer entry corresponds to one view session in

a broadcast channel, containing viewer ID, channel ID, IP address,

timestamp of viewers entering and exiting, network connection

type (e.g., WiFi or 4G) and the viewer location (in longitude and

latitude). We select 1000 broadcasters from the data trace, i.e.,

B = 1000, whose bitrates range from 1Mbps to 3Mbps. We set

U = 4 as the upServer number. We assume that the computing

limitation of each upServer is 2,000 Mbps. We further set the default

relay number as 100, i.e., R = 100, and the default α as 0.4.

We implement �ve methods of centralized assignment for com-

parison, i.e., VDN-C, TOP-N, GRA, FGRA, OPT. VDN-C [9] is a

centralized assignment method to allocate resource optimally in

live streaming system without relay network, and serves as base-

line. TOP-N uses the relay network and assigns the broadcasters

sequentially by the popularity of channels. TOP-N also serves as

the baseline, which is an intuitive assignment method for the relay

assignment. OPT is the theoretically optimal solution of the relay

assignment problem. We implement three distributed methods, i.e.,

Static, Greedy, UCB. The "Static" method chooses the same relay

all the time. The "Greedy" method selects the currently optimal

relay based on historical data.

6.2 Trace-Driven Results
We now present the viewers’ normalized costs under �ve methods

in Fig. 4. We notice that with the implement of relay network, the

viewer cost can be reduced by 25% ∼ 43%, as the VDN-C method

has the highest cost, delay and loss rate. The OPT method has

the lowest cost, and is regarded as the optimal baseline. TOP-N

method induces the highest cost in relay-based methods. The costs

of GRA and FGRA are very close, and the cost of FGRA is slightly

higher that GRA. This suggests that the heuristics do not cause

much accuracy loss. Compared with OPT, GRA incurs only 3%

more cost, and FGRA incurs 8% more cost. Meanwhile, TOP-N

incurs 25% more cost than the OPT method.

We show the viewer cost versus relay number in Fig. 5, where

we randomly remove some relays and calculate the viewer cost.

We �nd the viewer cost reduce with relay number for the relay

based methods.
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Figure 4: Normalized Cost of di�erent algorithms.
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Figure 5: Normalized Cost versus relay number.

We show the total cost as a function of the refresh period of

the centralized assignment. Table. 2 show the total cost with the

deployment of only the centralized assignment under di�erent

refresh period. For fair comparison, the total cost is calculated in a

day based on the same set of broadcast and viewship. We observe

that the �ner granularity results in higher cost reduction. Note

that in reality, the period should be set considering the trade-o�

between the cost reduction and the computation overhead.

We show the performance under di�erent iteration times of

di�erent distributed assignment algorithms in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. We

�nd that our MAB-based method outperforms the baselines greatly,

and can select the path with higher link capacity (140% more than

baseline) and lower latency (27% lower than baseline).

Period 5min 10min 15min 20min 30min 1hour

Cost (×107) 3.19 3.89 4.07 4.68 5.31 7.26

Table 2: Total Cost versus Period of Centralized Assignment.
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Figure 7: Distributed assignment methods to minimize latency.

We further investigate the total cost in a typical day with di�er-

ent methods in Fig. 8. For fairness comparison, we set the refresh

period as 30 minutes for all methods. As the VDN-C method do

not utilize the relay network, the VDN-C method induces the high-

est cost of all time and serves as benchmark. Deploying only the

Centralized assignment method (we choose FGRA for practical

Relay Number

Processing Time (sec)

TOP-N FGRA GRA OPT

200 0.05 0.12 69.02 1872.76

400 0.09 0.22 146.84 3640.71

600 0.13 0.34 235.96 NA

800 0.17 0.49 340.11 NA

1000 0.21 0.59 455.69 NA

Table 3: Processing time versus relay number.
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consideration) induces lower cost than VDN-C. The hybrid assign-

ment method utilizing centralized method (FGRA) and distributed

method (UCB) achieves the best performance. Comparing with

the pure FGRA, the gap of cost enlarges during peak demand and

reaches 20% cost reduction. This is because in peak demands, the

dynamic of broadcast channels increase, thus more new-launched

broadcast channels will be assigned by distributed assignment.

The hybrid method outperforms the VDN-C method by 40% in cost

reduction.

Above results indicate the relay network is notable for reducing

the cost. As a real-world on-line implementation, another impor-

tant metric is the time consumption in scheduling. On one hand,

the network condition shifts quickly, thus scheduling should be

refreshed in a few minutes. On the other hand, the number of

broadcasters and relays may be very large in reality, challenging

the processing speed. We present the processing time of di�erent

methods with the number of relay and broadcaster in Table. 3 and

Table.4, respectively. We �nd that the processing time of FGRA

is 1000x faster than GRA. It takes about 6 minutes to �nish the

assignment process when the broadcaster number reaches 100, 000.

The running time measurement was conducted on a desktop with

Intel Core i7-6700 CPU @ 2.6 GHz x 4.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a relay-assistant network for content har-

vesting in �rst-mile network for crowdsourced live streaming. We

Broadcaster

Number

Processing Time (sec)

TOP-N FGRA GRA OPT

10
1

0.02 0.03 8.87 17.13

10
2

0.12 0.29 94.22 192.50

10
3

1.16 3.56 1001.32 2133.34

10
4

13.25 37.75 NA NA

10
5

138.53 406.33 NA NA

Table 4: Processing time versus broadcaster number.

use a hybrid solution, i.e., joint centralized and distributed assign-

ment, to perform the relay assignment. We model the centralized

relay assignment as an optimization problem, and developed an op-

timal algorithm and a fast approximation algorithm. We utilize the

MAB-based method to perform the distributed assignment locally.

The performance of the proposed solution is evaluated through

extensive experiments.
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A PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We prove the NP-hardness of OAP by reduction to the knapsack

problem. Suppose there is only one relay node and one upload

server in this broadcast system, i.e. R∗ = {0, 1}, U = {1}. And

we assume the computation capacity of server is unlimited, i.e.,

Com = +∞, thus the constraints in equation 7 always satis�es.

Furthermore, we assume that all broadcasters taking the relay path

bear the same link quality and we normalize it to 1, i.e., S (b, 1, 1) =
1,∀b ∈ B and S (b, 0, 1) = 0,∀b ∈ B,∀u ∈ U . Moreover, the con-

straint of capacity on path {1, 1} is denoted as l (1, 1) = W . The

problem becomes "How to maximize the viewer number transmit-

ted via relay network under the constraint of the path capacity,

given that each broadcaster bears a bitrate and a viewer number."

Speci�cally, the original problem is reduced to the following prob-

lem:

max

∑
b ∈B

P (b)xb∑
b ∈B

t (b)xb ≤W

xb ∈ {0, 1},∀b ∈ B,

(15)

We notice that the above problem is a classical 0-1 knapsack prob-

lem. As the 0-1 knapsack problem is known to be NP-hard [26],

we prove the NP-hardness of the OAP.

B PROOF OF THEOREM 2
First we consider the complexity of rounding process - the second

part in the algorithm. The time limit appears at the step of ranking

the (r ,u) pairs for each b ∈ B. The complexity of this rounding

part is of O ( |B| · |U | · |R | log( |U | · |R |)), which is polynomial.
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